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What is NLP?

NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) is a communication model based on a subjective study of language, communica-
tion, personal change and development. Metaphorically, NLP can be described as open source programming code that is appli-
cable in all areas of life.

NLP was first developed in the U.S.A. in the early 70’s through the modeling of cognitive, linguistic and behavioral 
patterns of exceptional therapists such as Fritz Perls (gestalt therapy), Virginia Satir (family and systemic therapy) and 
Milton Erickson (family and hypnotherapy).

The creators of NLP are Richard Bandler and John Grinder. The two joined forces and decided to study exceptional 
psychotherapists and later on other people who were extremely successful in different fields. They started from 
presupposition that there was something different in the way of thinking of these people comparing to the rest of the 
population. Their goal was discover the difference that makes a difference.

Even though NLP was developed as a model whose basic application was in psychotherapy, today it is applied in business 
world, sports, medicine, personal development and many other areas. The things that all areas of application of NLP 
have in common are effective communication and focus on the result. Today NLP is one of the most widespread models 
of effective communication and the subject of interest of successful managers, salespeople and other professionals.

NLP reveals models of thinking, learning, motivation and change. It reveals the way people receive and process 
information, as well as how those processes affect their behavior. Since the first subjects of NLP modeling were the best 
psychotherapists, and later highly successful athletes and business people, we can say that NLP offers methods that allow 
everyone to adopt the communication patterns of top professionals.
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Neuro refers to the brain and nervous system. We perceive the world through our senses: sight (visual), hearing (auditory), 

touch (kinesthetic), smell (olfactory) and taste (gustatory). Based on the information received through these channels 

(senses) that are processed by the nervous system, we create our own reality, so-called “world map”. If we cannot perceive 

something (cannot hear it, see it or feel it), it does not exist.

Linguistic refers to the words. People understand their experiences and describe them through words. Words are the 

means of communication. NLP focuses on the impact that words have on our thought processes, mood and behavior.

Programming refers to internal mental processes, specific ways of thinking, feelings and emotions, that stimulate specific 

behaviors. Sometimes these behaviors are useful and desirable, and sometimes they are completely unproductive and 

undesirable. NLP uses simple, but very efficient methods that are consistent with our values and objectives to change the 

way we think and behave.

“NLP is a communication model based on a subjective study of language, communication, personal change and 

development. Therefore, NLP is not an invention, but a system of successful internal structures and strategies 

that have already existed and proved to be successful in the practice of top professionals.”
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The Most Relevant NLP Principles for Coaching

THE MAP IS NOT THE TERRITORY

As a man who has devoted his whole life to the most clear headed science, to the study of matter, I can tell you as a result 

of my research about atoms this much: There is no matter as such. All matter originates and exists only by virtue of a 

force which brings the particle of an atom to vibration and holds this most minute solar system of the atom together. We 

must assume behind this force the existence of a conscious and intelligent mind. This mind is the matrix of all matter.

 Max Planck, The Nature of Matter, speech at Florence, Italy, 1944

In NLP the “map” is a metaphor for our subjective experience of the world and the “territory” is a metaphor for the real 
world. Polish scientist and philosopher Alfred Korzybski created a metaphor “the map is not the territory”, pointing that 
we perceive a very small part of the real world and that we are living in our perception of reality. We create our own “map” 
based on our experience. Our perception of reality and reality itself are two different things. We often equate them and 
that is why our “real” and “objective” perception is in contrast with the “real” and “objective” perception of other people. 
We do not function in the world, but in our “world map”– a set of beliefs, attitudes and different perceptions, that 
describe the world around us. Some of them can be very useful and the others can be completely “out of date”.

Maps are not good or bad – they are more or less useful. In coaching we support our clients to re-evaluate the value of 
the maps and to update the maps so that they are useful in particular project.
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PEOPLE ALWAYS CHOOSE THE BEST OPTION FOR THEMSELVES

In every situation, we will choose the best option from 
available choices. Maybe it will not be the best long–term 
option, but for the moment, on the basis of available 
information and past experience, it is the best choice! If 
we are given a greater variety of options, we will definitely 
choose the best one!

One of the goal of professional coach is to support client 
to expand thinking in discover as much as its possible 
potential options in particular project.

BEHIND EVERY BEHAVIOR IS A POSITIVE INTENTION

Even destructive behaviors have good intentions in the background. We all know that smoking is harmful to health but 
still, a lot of people smoke. There’s a moment of enjoyment or relaxation in smoking and that is a good intention. More 
drastic example would be a bank robbery – the robber has a good intention to (maybe) provide himself an easy and 
comfortable life.

It is necessary to recognize the good intentions behind the “strange” behavior or choices, and to support our clients to 
find alternative for satisfying that good intention.
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Behavior Good Intentions The Price We Pay Long-term Consequences

Pessimism Less disappointments, less risk, 
less vulnerability. Less positive energy and less satisfaction. Less chance for success, health and 

happiness…

Poor work-family life balance 
(too much work, limited time 
for family and friends).

Better work performance, less 
emotional risk, avoidance of 
responsibility in other areas of life.

Inadequate emotional relationships, 
neglecting family and friends.

Failure to meet obligations, anger, 
impatience, regret, guilt, drop in 
motivation.

Anger and impatience Starting the current action and 
reducing tension.

Poor interpersonal relationships that 
cause even greater anger.

Demotivating and pushing others away, 
jeopardizing the close relationships and 
health.

Numbness Reduces pain and stress. Less passion and connection with others. The lack of meaning of life and less 
chance for success.

A lot of work and poor 
stress-recovery balance 

Good short term results and sense 
of high productivity.

Fatigue, less energy, passion and 
performance. Possible health risks.

Health risks, risk of job burnout, reduced 
performance 

Multitasking (for example, 
writing an email and talking 
on the phone)

Feeling of productivity and 
usefulness.

Divided attention, inadequate 
engagement with different people, poor 
work quality.

Possibility of developing shallow 
relationships, less focusing, poorer quality 
of work, inadequate relationships.

Lack of exercise More time for work and other 
obligations, less exertion.

Less energy, strength, and general 
well-being. Lack of adequate recovery. 
Increased susceptibility to diseases.

Possible health problems, lack of 
concentration and energy, increased 
susceptibility to different diseases.

Defensive attitude towards 
associates

Keeping people at safe distance 
and avoiding responsibility.

Alienation from colleagues and negative 
effect on teamwork. Difficulty in learning.

Isolation, rigidity, poor relationships, lack 
of growth and inability to improve the 
quality of work

Excessive use of alcohol
Temporary satisfaction, reduced 
stress and anxiety, encouraged 
socialization.

Lack of concentration, a lot of mistakes in 
work, mood swings and problematic 
relationships.

Greater health risks, undermined 
interpersonal relationships, self-esteem 
and success.

Poor nutrition Temporary satisfaction. High cholesterol, overweight, short-term 
positive energy.

Increased risk of obesity, heart disease, 
stroke, etc.
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WE HAVE ALL THE RESOURCES WE NEED TO MAKE A CHANGE

This principle says that the solution to all possible problems is within us, as well as the source of resources required for 
any change. One of the famous statements by Richard Bandler, that supports this principle, is: “It is never too late to 
have a happy childhood”. We can’t change the events but we can change our relationship to those events.

WHEN SOMETHING ISN’T WORKING - TRY SOMETHING ELSE

How many times have you heard (or said): “I told you 
a hundred times...”? If someone has repeated the same 
sentence a hundred times and always got the same response, 
the question is whether he or she could have done something 
more useful? If you have a child who has 6 different ways to 
avoid brushing teeth, your job is to come up with at least 7 
different strategies to convince him or her to do it. The more 
possibilities - the better. Situations with multiple choices 
give us a greater degree of freedom, and freedom is one of 
the foundations of growth and development. Flexibility 
means power, and power means responsibility!
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THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS FAILURE - THERE ARE ONLY RESULTS

Success is the result of experience. Experience is the result of repeating a particular process or procedure. Repetition is the 

result of the results we often call failure. 

Even though we cannot ALWAYS achieve all our goals, we will ALWAYS get some result (positive or negative). How 
do we feel when we do not succeed to reach our goal (or as some may say - fail)? And how do we feel when we learn 
something? Fail or learn... we create our reality and choose how we will experience an event. The result, no matter 
whether it is positive or negative, will help us to do better next time.
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Rapport

Rapport is the key component in any coaching intervention. Without rapport coaching is just a set of well structured 
questions, a process that can be conducted by the machine. Rapport exists only between people. Metaphorically, rapport is a 
state of invisible connection between two or more people. We recognize it whenever the connection feels pleasant, engaged 
and smooth. Rapport matters far beyond these fleeting pleasant moments. When people are in the rapport they can be more 
creative together and more efficient. Rapport feels good, generating a harmonious glow of being simpatico, sense of friendliness 
where each person feels the others warmth. These mutual feelings of liking strengthen the bonds between people, no matter 
how temporary it is. Daniel Goleman underlines that there are three key components of rapport:

► Shared attention
When two people attend what the other says and does they generate the sense of mutual interest.

► Shared positive feeling
Empathy is 2nd component of the rapport. Both parties in communication have a feeling that they are experienced. This 
component goes together with being fully present when talking to someone. We feel comfortable and at the same time 
we feel that we are tuned in other person feeling and vise versa.

► Well-coordinated communication (verbal and non-verbal)
The more two people unconsciously synchronize there movements during the interaction the more positively they 
would feel about their encounter and about each other. That is why matching and mirroring are the basic techniques we 
use when we want to improve our communication with someone. This can be achieved in a direct or inverse way. We can 
match and mirror the following aspects of external and internal structures of individuals:
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1) Primary Representational System (visual, auditory or kinesthetic)

When we recognize the dominant representational system of the other person we are able to adapt our communication 
approach, so that he/she can feel most comfortable.

2) Body language

When we pace the movements of others, such as hand gestures, facial expressions, eye movements etc., we are sending 
a subliminal message that we are alike. Make sure that the movements are not sudden and too obvious, do it once in a 
while until it starts to go naturally. 

3) Way of Speech

We can “copy” the way people speak (voice tone, rhythm, volume…), as well as the specific words they use. You should 
avoid copying accents, especially if there are drastic differences.

4) Breathing Rhythm

This is probably the most effective way to build rapport for several reasons:

• It is very subtle and it’s almost impossible to be consciously recognized.
• When we copy the breathing rhythm, we can easily determine what the other person is feeling. 
• And if we know how the other person is feeling we can easily adapt our physiology.

When shared attention, shared positive feeling and well-coordinated arise in tandem we catalyze rapport.
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The Purpose of NLP Techniques

The very first NLP models came from psychotherapy. However, it is simply a historical coincidence that authors of NLP 
came in contact with excellent psychotherapists when they began modeling. The book “The Structure of Magic 1” examines how 
the way in which we use our language can limit our world, and how we can use the questions to break free of those limitations. 
The book “The Structure of Magic 2” deals with the application of linguistic patterns in family therapy. With these assumptions 
as a basis, NLP has created a variety of techniques that can be used in psychotherapy and coaching.

This program is about application of NLP techniques in coaching.

A general framework for the implementation of all NLP techniques is to use them wisely, understand external 
relationships and personal inner balance. The main goal of NLP is to obtain more choices and not to limit them.

These are two main aspects in application of NLP tools in coaching

Rapport –Without rapport these techniques don’t work!

Inner congruency –You need to be entirely congruent with what you are doing to be able to help someone. Any kind of 
inner conflict will give mixed messages and reduce the efficiency of any process of change. That means you really need 
to believe in your client.
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How does it work?

Our attitude or belief (irrespective of whether it is positive 
or negative) about a situation that is happening today (or will 
happen in the future) has little to do with the event to which 
it relates. It has a foundation in our past, it is directly related to 
out exerience. The experience can be ours or expereince of other 
people. It can be real one or internal (imaginary).

Usualy, we are not aware of the events that cause our beliefs. 
Often it is not a single experience but a series of events 
which influenced creating a belief. No matter if beliefs are 
supportive or limiting (in specifc context) they are not 
real, they represent what we think about something that is real. However, the consequences of beliefs are more then 
real. Beliefs shape the ways we act or feel reagarding a specific event. Since belief system is build on our experience there 
are two ways to work on our beliefs:

1) To find core event that supports the belief and to disconect it with a belief and conect it to an other more 
useful belief.

2) To create a strong experience (real or internal), that will influence building supportive belief.

Human brain can not tell the difference between real experience and intensive thinking about real experience. The same 
parts of the brain are active and very similar emotional reactions are triggered. Sometimes happens that thinking about 
events triggers more intense emotions than the events themselves.

Event 1 2 3 4

‘I Can’
or

‘I Can not’
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The purpose of NLP techniques in coaching is to support the client to create internal experience of success. NLP 
techniques are a set of steps that enables us to create such an intensive experience. The more intensive inner experience 
client creates the bigger is the influence on creating supportive belief towards the real life situation. NLP techniques that 
I presented in this program work in this way.

Typical situations where it is useful to apply NLP techniques are:

• Emotional preparation for an important event. Eg. If the client has an important meeting or a public speach and feel 

a slight nervousness.

• Strengthening the motivation to work on goals. Let’s say that a client has an idea of what he wants to achieve but 

the idea is not sufficiently clear and motivation is low.

• Changing habits. For example, whenever one of the team members have lagged client and gets upset and reacts 

violently but wants to be calm and to resolve the situation in the best way.

• Developing a strategy for achieving the goal. When the client has the goal but failed to consider all options to reach 

the goal and wants to set a good strategy.

• ...

All NLP techniques have in common that the client, if the technique worked out well, changes the way of thinking. Change 
does not have to be drastic for example from “There is no chance for me to get out in front group and give speach” to “I can not 
wait to get out in front of a group and give a speach.” Its enough to have new belief that will support client to take few specific 
action steps. Once the action steps are succesfuly taken new experience will continue to strengthen affirmative belief.

There are NLP techniques that deal with changing attitude towards past events (eg. Fast Phobia Cure, Reimprinting). These 
techniques are much closer to psychotherapy than to coaching and I they are not presented in this program.
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Association and Dissociation

When we say that we have dissociated view of the event, we are referring to a side view of a third perceptual position. 
Dissociated view of the desired future event or goal should include three important qualities:

• Neutrality – It is necessary, as much as possible to maintain an objective view of the 
desired outcome (when it comes to goals), or of the event we are observing.

• The image of the whole figure – It is necessary to create an image in which we see ourselves completely.
• Dynamics (movement) – The last thing we need to do is to include movements in the image of the event we have 

created.

When working on goals, we need to go through both dissociated and associated state. Dissociation is very useful when 
we want to separate ourselves from negative experiences, feelings and memories. It is helpful when the person is going 
through traumatic experiences, as well as when dealing with stressful future events.

Association is a state in which we look at future (or past) events from the first-person standpoint. In this state the events 
become “live”–as if we were in them. The things we can hear, see and feel, are coming from the “first person”. The aim 
of association is to restore or create an emotional relationship with the events (future or past). Association is useful to 
access and work with the resource states.
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Process vs. Content

One of the critical aspects of starting a personal change is to change the focus from content to process. This applies both to 
spoken and written communication. If we metaphorically describe communication and work with people as a hidden treasure 
map, then the content is the place where the treasure is buried, and the process the way (path) to get to it. It is obvious that if 
we only talk about the treasure, we won’t do much to find it. We need the process to find the right way to get to it. Asking open 
questions and active listening are the best ways to get to process information.

When we talk about the process, it is necessary to “listen” to the process, procedure and strategy that the other person is 
using in a given situation. The situation may be selling, negotiation, coaching, leadership, etc., and the content is linked 
to the situation. The process is related to the internal processes of the other person in a given situation.

Example: “First I analyze what benefits I expect from a product like this. Then I look for potential options and often 

make a list of options that are available to me. Next, I talk to my friends who have had experience with similar products. 

And then I get the feeling in relation to the decision whether to make a purchase or not.”

This statement can be analyzed in terms of content, specific information about the product, but also in terms of how the 
person is making the decision about the purchase (what strategies he uses). Focusing on how (strategy) to reach the goal 
is more useful than focusing on the content.
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Submodalities

If we imagined for a moment that we had the ability to enter the “control room” of our conscious mind, submodalities 
would be those parameters whose change can affect the quality of the imagination.

We create experiences by presenting information, which we receive through our senses from the outside, to ourselves in 
a specific way. External information received through our senses turns into an internal representation in the form of 
internal images, sounds and feelings. These images, sounds and feelings we call modalities.

Submodalities are specific characteristics of modalities. If we are talking about the visual representational system 
(modality), we can describe the characteristics of the image we are imagining... Black & white or in color, with frame or 
frameless, clear or blurred... By changing the submodalities of internal representation of the events, we can change the 
attitude towards those events. With conscious change of submodalities we can change the way our experience is being 
coded. We cannot change the event, but we can change our attitude towards it. By changing the internal representation 
we can change the behavior (response) which is associated with the event.

Visual Submodalities

Movie vs. Static Images

When you think about a particular event, does your internal representation look more like a still image or moving images, 
perhaps even a movie? Thoughts which are coded as static images, for most people cause lower emotional tension from 
those coded as moving images or movies. You can easily restore or “rewind” an experience that is coded as a mental movie 
and fully experience the emotional tension that was caused by that event. In contrast to that, we usually use static mental 
images to understand a certain complex concept or visually remember objects such as faces, names or dates.
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Color vs. Black and White

Here we pay attention to the color in which thought is coded. The continuum is from black and white to full color 
representation, including all dark and light shades. Experience shows that the events that are coded as black-and-white 
or in light shades of different colors carry less emotional tension than those coded in color or high contrast.

Location (Up–Down, Left–Right)

When thinking about a particular event, you can always notice where the representation of the event is located in the 
space around you. If you find this difficult to understand, just ask yourself: “If I had to place the image of the event 
somewhere in space, where would I place it?” “If you imagine a big screen in front of you, where on that screen would you 
put that event?” The image of an event usually stays in one place, it doesn’t “jump” from one place to another. It’s similar 
to watching TV–it would be hard to follow the game if someone constantly moved the TV from one place to another. 
Notice where exactly the image of the event you are thinking about is located. How much to the left (right)? Is it above 
(below)?

Brightness – The Leading Submodality

For most people, brightness is one of the most powerful submodalities. When a certain submodality brings a major 
change in the emotional reaction to the event, we call it “leading submodality”. This means that when you change that 
submodality the emotional reaction to the event also changes.

How bright (or dim) is the image of the event? Is it brighter than in reality? Is it so dim that you are unable to see 

some details?
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Size – The Leading Submodality

Here is another important and very effective submodality. Size does matter! It is measured in relation to the size of your 
visual field, i.e. the mental screen on which you project images.

Is the picture as big as the room you are in? Or is it compact? Can you look above it? Beneath it? Or is it so small that 

you cannot see what is actually happening?

Change Of Focus

This submodality can be a part of the brightness submodality, however, it is often useful to consider its independent 
effect. If you have blurred image of the events around you in the real world, you may feel discomfort and anxiety in 
relation to them. The same thing happens with mental images and movies. If you are thinking about something that is 
important to you and you notice that your mental image is blurry, you will feel the same discomfort as you do in real life 
when your vision is blurred.

Changing focus is one way to change the attitude towards events. It is possible that the blurred image brings 

so much stress it can jeopardize your relationship with people who are part of the event you are thinking about. 

Focusing on details, the meaning of the event or good intention can help reducing emotional tension connected with 

the event.

When changing focus, it is important to notice which details are in the focus. In real life, different details attract the 
attention of different people, and, therefore, have a different meaning. The same thing happens with the internal 
representations. Notice which details of internal representation of the event are in your internal focus.
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Panoramic View vs. Framed Picture

Panoramic view means that the internal representation of the events is spread along the entire field of view. In contrast 
to the panoramic view some internal representations can be presented in a “framed” forms that are found in certain areas 
of the visual field, like a painting on the wall or LCD TV. Most people consider panoramic view as more realistic. Past 
events usually have panoramic representation, while future events are encoded in “framed” forms.

3D vs. 2D

One of the most important qualities of mental representations is the number of spatial dimensions. Thus, our internal 
representations can be 2D image, 2D movie, 3D image or 3D movie. Most often 2D representations of events are boring, 
but if they are converted to 3D, our emotional attitude towards them starts to change.

Auditory Submodalities

My Voice vs. Other People

When analyzing internal representation of a particular event, the voices that are linked to it could be our inner voices, 
but also the voices of other people.

Transfer of Emotions

Emotions are transmitted through voice and it is very important to pay attention to the way we talk. Is our speech 
aggressive or cheerful? Serious or sad?
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The Intensity (Loudness)

How loud you can hear the things you are telling yourself about the situation.

Tonality

Is the voice melodic or flat and boring? To what extent are variations present in the voice?

Location in Space

Where are the voices coming from?

Rhythm

Is there a rhythm in the voice? Or is it completely out of rhythm? Are you enjoying that rhythm?

Keywords

Are there any words that are repeated? This is more related to the context, but it is important to notice them because 
keywords can trigger an emotional response in a given situation.

Kinesthetic Submodalities

Temperature

Temperature is the most common submodalitity and also the one that is easiest to notice. Whenever we are excited 
our temperature rises and when we are bored it lowers. We often use metaphors such as “stone-cold” or “hot pants” 
that describe behavior, events, clothes, etc. As behavior is supported by beliefs and beliefs are formed based on the 
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conclusions from the past, we feel what we think, based on the things we remember, and that affects the subjective sense 
of temperature.

Texture

If we could assign a texture to a feeling, what would it be? Rough? Smooth? Soft? Slippery?

Flexibility

Like most kinesthetic submodalities, this one is also a mental attitude, not a visible information. Can you change the 
shape of an emotion or is it too rigid, solid and hard? Anger is often perceived as totally inflexible emotion.

Vibration and Movement

Is there a distinctive movement that you can feel? Vibration? Emotions characterize movement. They can be described 
as energy in motion. In most situations when you are feeling strong emotions they are not lurking somewhere in you, but 
moving, circulating, jumping. If you recognize the movement, you will recognize the pattern that goes with it.

Breathing

How deep or shallow is your breathing when you are thinking about a specific event?

Weight

Is the feeling that goes along with this internal representation light or heavy? Unbearable? Do you feel like you can fly?
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Pressure & Tension

Is there a pressure following this internal representation? And where in the body can you feel it? Which parts of the 
body should you pay attention to in order to release that tension?

The Size And Shape

This submodality is connected with movement submodality. A sense of movement that you can feel in the body has the 
ability to change shape and size.
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Neuro-logical Levels

The complexity of thought processes differs from project to project. For example, we are much more deeply involved when 
we think about what is important to us in life, compared to when we think about where we are at the moment.

Neuro-Logical Levels is NLP model that indicates how we think about the situation we find ourselves in or about the 
project we are working on. NLN model has 6 different levels and each of them provides different information that 
helps us to understand what is happening and where the problems and 
solutions are. The hierarchical structure of logical levels indicates that 
each level is associated with the next one and that “higher” levels have 
dominant influence on the “lower” ones. Each level provides different 
information that are useful to clarify the current situation. It is important 
to remember that the changes at lower levels do not necessarily affect the 
changes at higher, while changes at higher levels certainly lead to changes 
at lower logical levels.

This hierarchical model can be also applied at a personal level, the level 
of the company, team or family. Since every change starts from within, 
the application of this model should start at a personal level. Once you 
synchronize the logical levels in relation to the project you are working 
on, it will be easier for you to manage changes in your professional and 
private environment. The easiest way to change the system we belong to is 
to change ourselves.

Vision
Who
else?

ID
Who am I?

Values
& Belief

How/What will I learn?

Capabilities
What am I part of?

Behaviour
What will I do di�erently?

Environment
When and where am I?
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ENVIRONMENT – questions: WHERE and WHEN?

Examples of questions:
• How do you know you have reached your goal?

• What can you see (describe in a few sentences)?

• What can you hear?

• How do you feel?

• When will you achieve your goal?

• Where are you exactly?

• Who else?

BEHAVIOUR and ACTION STEPS – question: WHAT?

Examples of questions:
• What led you to your goal?

• What action steps did you take?

• What were the most important control points?

• How did you behave on that journey?

• What is the behavior I want to change?

• How do I want to behave in the future?
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ABILITIES and STRATEGIES – question: HOW?

Examples of questions:
• What new skills do I want to develop?

• How to achieve the desired result?

• What skills helped you to achieve your goal?

• Is there any special strategy you have used to achieve this goal?

• What skills should be further improved?

• What new skills should be developed?

VALUES and BELIEFS – question: WHY?

Examples of questions:
• Why is this goal important to you?

• What do you believe in while working on this goal?

• What is your business (life) motto?

• What is the most important about this goal?

IDENTITY – question: Who?

Examples of questions:
• Who is the symbol of achievement of this goal?

• What metaphor best describes the person who can achieve this goal?

• How would you describe yourself reaching that goal?

• How would you describe yourself as a business person?
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SYSTEM–question: Who else?

Examples of questions:
• Who will be affected by this goal?

• What is the long term vision?

• What are the long term consequences for achieving this goal?

• How will achieving this goal affect other people?

• How does this outcome fit into other aspects of life?

LOGICAL LEVELS MODEL CAN HELP YOU:
• to determine the current situation in relation to a specific project

• to identify areas of action with the strongest effect on the final result

• to identify where the problems and the solutions are

Note: Most often the solution to a problem at one level should be sought at the first higher logical level.
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Neuro-logical Levels and Behavior Change

Behavior change requires support from higher logical levels. When using some of the presented NLP techniques to 
change behavior, always pay attention to whether the new behavior is supported by the System, Identity, Values and 
Beliefs, Strategy and Capabilities. If you choose behavior that is not supported by some of the higher levels, your change may 
not last long. Therefore, always check:

• Does the person know what does this new behavior involve?

• Is this new behavior consistent with the beliefs and values of the client? Or with your beliefs and values if you are 

working on personal change?

• Is this new behavior appropriate for you?

• Does this new behavior jeopardize other people in your environment?
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NLP Techniques

When do we use this technique?

• We use this technique when client is working on important goals. The purpose of this technique is to revive the 

values, strategies, capabilities and affirmative beliefs and to anchor them through identity.

The steps:

1) Set up the Goal –  Coach asks client to select one important and motivating goal from his list of goals. The first task of the 
coach is to check whether the selected goal is properly defined. If not, coach helps the client to properly define the goal in the 
form of results according to the criteria for the definition of goals.

2) The Space –  There should be about 2 to 3 meters of free space, divided into five fields. Each field represents the floor 
(spatial) anchor for one logical level:

Environment – Behavior – Capabilities – Values and Beliefs – Identity

IDENTITY 
WALK1.
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3) Environment –  Coach asks client to stand in front of this free space and to imagine himself accomplishing his goal. Coach 
should help client to completely associate with the goal (to experience it fully as if he was really there). Coach asks all questions 
related to the environment in which the goal is already achieved.

4) Behavior –  When the environment is fully described, client takes a step back and enters the “Behavior” space. At this point 
coach asks all questions related to behavior. Client dissociates himself and describes the behavior and action steps that has 
led him to reach the goal (which is located in the space in front of him). It is important that client describes the behavior and 
action steps in past tense.

What has been done to reach the goal? How did the client behave? What were the control points? ...

5) Capabilities and Strategies – When different forms of behavior have been described, coach asks client to take another 
step back and enter the “Strategy and Capabilities” space. At this point coach asks questions related to the logical level of 
capabilities:

How did you achieve your goal? What skills were needed in order to take defined action steps? What strategies were used? 
Some special abilities? ...

6) Values and Beliefs –  Then client takes another step back while coach asks questions related to the next logical level:

Why is it important to achieve this goal? What enabled you to achieve this goal? What do you believe in when it comes to 
this goal?

7) Identity –  When values and beliefs have been described, client takes another step back. At this point the coach asks client to 
remember a person who is a symbol (model) for this achievement. This can be a real person, but also a character from a book 
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or a movie. When client chooses appropriate identity, coach asks him to take physiology (attitude) of the person who is the 
symbol of achieving the goal.

8) Going Back–  When the identity is determined, coach asks client to take the position that symbolizes previously recognized 
identity and go through each of the positions to the place from which he has started. At each position the coach suggests to 
the client to “pick up” the resources identified in that space (and to maintain physiology).

9)  The last step is for client to enter the “Environment” space where the goal was set. It is necessary that the client pays attention 
to how the “image” of his goal has changed. Coach gives enough time to client to notice all that is different in experience. Most 
often the experience is more intense, images have more colors... all submodalities are amplified. At the end, coach asks client to 
commit to practice the physiology of the person he has chosen as a symbol of achieving this goal. “Taking the physiology” is 
the “anchor” that associates person with resources of the model.

Key points of the technique:

• Set a goal using SMART criteria.

• Associate with the goal at the Environment level.

• Dissociate and go through all logical levels describing each of them.

• Associate with Identity.

• Using physiology of the person who is the symbol of achieving the goal “pick up” the resources from all levels (do this 

quickly) and “get to the finish line”.
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IDENTITY WALK
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When do we use this technique?

• In situations when we need to invoke a certain mental or emotional state (enthusiasm, calmness, confidence...)

• When we want to get into resourceful state quickly. Examples: Invoking positive emotions during an important event 

(exam, sales meetings, training...)

Important notice: “The Circle of Excellence” is used to go from neutral to positive state.

The steps:

Identifying the situation in which the resource is needed and defining it
• Coach asks client to find a situation in the future for which he wants to prepare emotionally. When client has imagined 

the situation, coach asks him to fully describe it (to imagine the people who will be present... to hear what he will hear 

there... and to feel the feelings he will probably feel in that situation).

• Coach asks client to define the resource that he will need in that future situation (e.g., more courage, self-confidence...).

Part 1: Anchoring

• Coach asks client to remember some situations in which he had the desired resource state. The selected state does not 

have to be connected to the same aspect of life.

• Coach asks client to imagine a circle on the floor in front of him, determine the color of the circle and to fully describe 

its appearance (texture, material, dimensions).

THE CIRCLE OF 
EXCELLENCE2.
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• Now, coach asks client to go back to a chosen situation and fully associate into the experience... to see what he saw 

at the time, hear what he heard at the time, and feel what he felt at the time. When client has fully experienced the 

situation, he needs to step into the circle in front of him.

• Now, coach needs to help client to “merge” that good emotion connected to the past event with the circle on the floor. 

When he has done that, coach asks client to return to the starting position.

• This process needs to be repeated 2 more times.

Part 2: Testing

• Now coach asks client to bring back the image of that challenging future situation and to step into the circle. Client 

needs to pay attention to his state and notice all the changes. Coach should carefully observe client to see how quickly 

he can bring back the resource state.

• Next, coach asks client to explain the change that occurs when he steps into the circle and activates the resource state 

from the past, while imagining the future situation. Now, coach asks client to “roll” his circle and “put it under his arm” 

and every time he needs those resources to simply “step into his circle”.

Key points of the technique:

• It is important for client to fully associate with and experience the situation when he had that strong resource state (first 

visually, then auditory, and then kinesthetically).

• The use of Milton’s speech when connecting the feeling related to the past event with the circle – connecting the 

resources with the circle.

• Finally client brings back the image of the future situation and steps into the circle and activates all resources that were 

previously connected with the circle, and pays attention to the differences in his perception of future events.
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Circle of Excelence
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NBG (New Behavior Generator) is an NLP technique which is good to use if there is a new behavior you want to adopt, 
or one that you would like to change or improve. The following NBG exercise is done in pairs, but you can also perform it 
independently.

When do we use this technique?

• We use this technique when we want to change an unwanted habit or to adopt a new behavior. Examples:

 ũ When we want to improve a skill e.g. soccer or basketball shot.

 ũ When we want to replace anger toward someone with the calm communication.

 ũ When we want to develop the habit of morning exercise.

The steps:

• Coach asks client to think what good intention could be behind that unwanted behavior, and what new behavior would 

be an adequate substitute for that good intention.

• Coach asks client to choose two positions somewhere in the room.

• In one of the positions (2) he will imagine a situation in which he sees himself having the desired behavior (e.g., to have 

a better forehand).

 ũ The second position (meta position–3) will give client the opportunity to observe the entire process from a neutral 

position. When these positions have been determined…

NEW BEHAVIOR 
GENERATOR3.
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 ũ … coach asks client to imagine himself in the position 2, already having the desired behavior. Clitent should be fully 

dissociated when creating and describing the situation. Coach has a task to help client to create detailed dissociated 

description. When client has finished creating his ideal movie and is fully satisfied with what he sees…

 ũ … coach asks client to “enter” (physically take a step) the space where the ideal event has been created and to 

associate himself with “the move he has directed” (to see, hear and feel everything from the first person perspective). 

In this position, client should focus primarily on kinesthetic and auditory perception, and then on what he can see 

from this position. When client has fully experienced this ideal situation, coach asks him to return to position 1 and to 

tell his impressions.

 ũ Next, coach asks client to go to the meta position (3) and to watch her ideal movie one more time from that neutral 

position, and to check if there is anything he could change to make “the movie” even better. If there is, client should 

make the changes and…

 ũ ... when he has finished, client steps one more time into his “perfectly directed movie” and fully experiences it.

 ũ At the end, client returns to the first position (1) and shares with coach his impressions about the process and what 

he has experienced. During this process the coach calibrates and observes changes that occur in the physiology of 

a client.
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Key points of the technique:

• Find the good intention behind the unwanted behavior and check whether the desired behavior meets that good 

intention or maybe another one that is even more important.

• Client determines two positions in space.

 ũ associated position with newly adopted behavior and

 ũ meta position (neutral position)

• In associated position, client needs to fully experience how it feels to have that new behavior.

 ũ Why is this new behavior important to the client?

 ũ How would life be different with this new behavior?

 ũ Who will be affected by this change?
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When do we use this technique?

• This technique gives the best results for changing forms of behavior triggered by some external events such as 

reactions of other people.

The steps:

• Coach asks the client to remember a situation in which his behavior was initiated by an external event (eg. violent 

reaction to something)

• When the client recognizes his reaction, it is necessary to determine what would be an adequate replacement for this 

behavior? What would be useful reaction in such a situation?

• It is further required that the client recognizes the emotional, internal, trigger for unwanted behavior. What is the 

physical sensation that precedes the adverse reaction? It is important to identify the right signal.

• When the trigger is recognized, coach asks the client to repeat signal several times in order to be easily recognized.

• Now coach asks the client to repeat the sequence: “external event–internal trigger–a new behavior”

• Coach invites the client to repeat, mentally, 12 times in a row sequence 

”external event–internal trigger–a new behavior–white screen”.

When this process is finished, coach asks the client to imagine a similar situation in future and check the emotional response 
when thinking about the event.

CHANGING EXTERNALLY 
TRIGGERED BEHAVIOR4.
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Disney Strategy is NLP technique developed by Robert Dilts. This strategy separates out three vital roles – dreamer, realist, 
and critic – involved in the process of generating ideas and turning them into reality. We often spontaneously play one of these 
roles:

• “She is full of ideas.” (Dreamer)

• “She knows how to organize people.” (Realist)

• “He spoils everything.” (Critic)

Although this strategy has been developed for the needs of the business, it is equally valuable in private life. We can play 
all three roles ourselves or ask other people to play these roles for us. Disney strategy is an excellent process to use in 
coaching when working with people who already have an idea or a vision on which they want to work on, look at it from 
different angles and make action steps towards the realization of the project.

When do we use this technique?

• When we want to strengthen the vision.

• When we want to work out a strategy.

• When we want to take a critical look at the way to reach a goal.

• When we want to reduce a strategy into specific action steps.

• When we want to set milestones for our important goals.

DISNEY 
STRATEGY5.
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A short description of the technique:

• Find three different states (Dreamer, Realist and Critic) and anchor them through physiology and floor (spatial) anchors.

• Select a topic on which you want to work and set the goal. What do you want to achieve?

• Step into the Dreamer position... Dream all the possibilities.

• Take that dream to the Realist and make the plan... “How to turn this dream into reality?”

• Give the plan to the Critic... “What is missing here?”

• Move to the neutral position and determine what else you can give to the Dreamer.

• Repeat the entire process with changed content.

• The process is completed when the plan is congruent with each position.

Important notice: Critic and Dreamer should never meet! That’s why we need a neutral position!

The steps:

Coach asks the client to choose 3 places in front of him that he can step into. The client will use those positions to 
anchor resources of Dreamer, Realist and Critic. The client should also recognize the physiology that is characteristic for 
each role.

Part 1 – Anchoring

Dreamer–“Now, I would ask you to remember and imagine the time and situation when you were very relaxed and could 
dream freely and peacefully... When your mind was free and creative... When you could let your mind think freely and 
create new and creative things... Now step into that place... Keep your head up... And fully experience the feelings you 
had then... You are free to intensify that state ...To see all the possibilities and to feel all those feelings again... And visions 
that this state brings.”
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Realist–“Now, remember the time when you could realistically see the events and situation around you. Remember the time 
when you were planning on accomplishing a specific goal... When you knew all the steps necessary to achieve the goal... 
When you knew exactly what resources you needed... And when you have that experience in front of you... Take a step 
forward and associate into that memory… You can keep your head up...”

Critic–“And now... Remember a time when you have criticized a plan in a constructive way… Saw the weaknesses as well as 
the strengths, and identified the problems... And when you have imagined that situation... Step into the Critic position 
and completely associate.”

Part 2 – Looking at the goal from different positions and defining action steps

• Next, from the neutral position, the client defines the goal that he wants to work on.

• When the goal has been determined, coach asks the client to step into the Dreamer position.

“Imagine yourself achieving your goal… Look at all the possibilities... What is it like... Create many ways... Even some 

completely new and fascinating... Is there anything else that can be done?”

• Dreams are described with visual representational system, therefore the role of the Dreamer should be predominantly 

visual. When the vision is created, client goes to a neutral position and gives the vision to the Realist.

• While in the Realist position, client asks himself the question:

“How will I accomplish this?”... Make a plan... Define the steps you need to take in order to realize the vision the 

Dreamer has created... Who else is involved? What else needs to be done?...

• Since we need a tangible plan, the Realist position should be predominantly kinesthetic. Next, client goes into the 

neutral position and gives previously defined plan to the Critic.
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• From the neutral position, client goes into the Critic position…

“What is your plan missing?” What is it there for me?”

• Give a critique to your plan, just try to identify potential problems for the realization of the plan. The Critic should be a 

person of inner dialogue.

• Next, the client, from the neutral position, thinks about what the Critic had said and decides what he will give to the 

Dreamer for further processing (if necessary).

• If necessary, continue to go through all positions until Realist and Critic completely agree on an action plan for the 

realization of the vision that Dreamer has created.

Key points of the technique:

• Before entering the process anchor the resources of Dreamer, Realist and Critic.

• Go through all positions as many time as needed, until Realist and Critic completely agree on an action plan for the 

realization of the vision that Dreamer has created.

• The Critic criticizes only the plan–never the Dreamer.
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When do we use this technique?

• In the case of internal conflict

• When “one part” of us wants one thing and the other another

• When you don’t take action steps towards your goal but you want to

• When you would like to say or do something but you feel discomfort when it comes to actually doing it

The steps:

1. Coach invites client to describe the problem and to recognize inner conflict.

• What exactly happens?

• How do you feel in that situation?

• To feel “parts” that are in conflict?

• What attitudes do “parts” have?

• What one says and what does the second part say?

After the client describes the situation, coach assists the client to imagine how life will look like without this conflict.
In this stage of the process coach invites client to notice where he can feel the conflicting parts.

2. Coach asks the client to invite the parts to “get out” on palms and asks client to fully describe both parts (visually, 

auditory, kinesthetic). Coach may say something like:

PARTS 
INTEGRATION6.
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“Please take your time and imagine one of the parts on one of your palms ... notice how it feels, is it heavy or light? 

What is the temperature? How does it look like? What is the color? Texture? Is there any sound that is related to it? ...“

or …

“Allow an image, a symbol or a metaphor to appear on your palm, so that one symbolically represents this part ... 

What color is it? What shape is it? How big is it? Which side are you looking at? Is there a sound or voice related to 

this part? How does it sound? What is its temperature? How heavy is it?

When describing the first “part” the client should do the same for the other part. When both parts are on the palms …

3. Coach asks the client to take the role of a mediator whose task is to assist the parts in conflict to resolve a situation 

in which they find themselves. Coach invites the client to look at both parts and ask them to become aware of one 

another. Ask each part to look at the other and describe what he sees. If they are not facing each other, ask them to 

turn towards each other.

4. Now coach asks the client to find the positive intention and purpose of each part. Coach needs to be sure that each 

part should recognize:

• The positive intention of the other.

• That their conflict directly interferes with the realization of both positive intentions.

• The positive intention of the other part.

• The common solution for satisfying both positive intentions and moving things forward.

• What they are giving up in order to get common solution

5. Parts integration. Coach says to client:
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“Now as the parts recognized each other’s positive intentions, invite them to begin a conversation about their 

common commitment to satisfy the positive intention of both ...

Now each can begin to notice that there are resources and that these resources can be shared and used in order 

to support one another and work. Now that you allow their conversation and collaboration to go and grow, you can 

notice “magnetic pull” between your hands...

As parts begin to support each other and find a way to work together, naturally they want to be closer. Allow 

approaching your hands happen slowly and relaxed so that this new integration can happen.“

This process is usually slow. To support the integration of parts coach asks:

“What does each part tell the other when he hears his positive intention? What about the response of the other?”

... And it continues until the palms are connected.

6. When the palms are connected, coach asks client to select an image, a symbol or metaphor for this resulting unification.

“Now I would ask you to select a new symbol, an image, and a metaphor to represent this union, the parts that work 

together now, something that will inspire and motivate you in the future. Notice how this new symbol looks, sounds, 

what creates a feeling in your hands? And now, at the end, please take this new symbol of unification back into your 

body so that you can always have it with you. Notice the feeling and let it express itself.”
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PARTS INTEGRATION
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When do we use this technique?

• When client recognizes that a strong belief stops him from taking action steps or achieving some result.

The Steps:

1.  Coach invites the client to define the belief that limits him in specific context. The client should describe specific results 

that he wants to achieve and to recognize the connection between results and belief that he wants to work on.

2. Submodalities of resourceful belief.  Coach asks the client to remember some strong, positive beliefs that are 

resourceful in some context. When the client defines the belief and the context in which it is resourceful, the coach helps 

the client to recognize all submodalities of this belief in that context.

3. Submodalities of the doubt.  Coach asks the client to remember something that he really doubts, or he is not sure of. 

When the client remembers, coach helps the client to recognize submodalities of this experience.

4. Comparative analysis.  Coach is now making a comparative analysis of submodalities recognized in previous steps.

5. Limiting belief.  Coach asks the client to go back to unwanted belief that he wants to challenge or even change. Coach 

helps the client to state the belief in “I …” form. When the client does this the coach supports the client to provoke 

submodalities of this belief.

6. Supporting belief.  Coach asks client to recognize the new supporting belief in a given context, that would be more useful 

SUBMODALITIES 
BELIEF CHANGE7.
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but the one recognized in the previous step. Coach should support the client to check if this new belief is ‘ecological’ 

(good for other people).

7. Change limiting belief into doubt.  Without changing the content of limiting belief, coach switches submodalities of 

limiting belief into submodalities of doubt.

8. Switching old belief for new one.  Coach asks the client to imagine old belief that now has submodalities of doubt 

going into distance, far away until it can barely be seen ... and when this belief starts to disappear ... to notice that from 

a distance image of a new, useful belief, arrives.

9. Change the submodalities  of new belief for submodalities of resourceful one. When the new belief arrives in front 

of the client, the coach supports the client in replacing submodalities of this belief for submodality of resourceful belief 

(step 1).

10. Future pace.  Coach now checks with the client if he can imagine a future situation in which this new belief would be 

useful.
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When do we use this technique?

• In a situation when we want to assist the client toward a habit change using their own resources.

• To generate new positive behavior in order to replace the unwanted one.

The Steps:

1. Define the situation that the client would like to work on.

Determine outcome for the session i.e. determine the pattern or behavior that should be changed.

“Let me ask you this: If you were to have a habit or pattern of behavior you’d like to change, what might that be?”

2. Invite the client to establish communication with the part that generates the behavior.

“For the purpose of assisting you to change this habit effectively, I would like you to consider that we have many 

“parts” of us that are responsible for different types of behavior. Some parts of us are in charge of learning, some in 

charge of keeping us out of trouble, some in charge of making sure we have food and water and so on. I invite you 

now to turn within and find that part of you which is responsible for this behavior. Go inside and ask the following 

question to yourself and remain awake and alert in order to detect and report any changes in body sensations, visual 

images or sounds which occur as a response to your question. The question is ‘Will the part of me that generates 

Behavior X be willing to communicate with me in consciousness?’”

Be attentive to any shifts in V/A/K.

SIX STEPS 
REFRAMING8.
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“Thank of the part for its cooperation…..Now ask the part, we’ll call it Part X, to intensify that signal when it wants to 

communicate ‘yes’, and to diminish it when it wants to communicate ‘no’.….”

Now test the response by asking the part to communicate ‘yes’ ...... and then ‘no’ ...... so that you can distinguish the two 
responses. Calibrate to external indicators for ‘yes’ and ‘no’.

3. Separate intention from behavior.

“Now I invite you to thank that part for establishing communication with us. Now ask the part if it would be willing to 

let you know what it’s been trying to do for you by generating Behavior X. As you ask that question, once again be 

alertly passive to detect a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response. If yes, ask the part to reveal the positive intention of the behavior.

4. Create alternative behaviors to satisfy intention.

“Thank the part for its answer. Now go inside and contact your Creative Part and ask it to generate maybe 10, 20, up 

to 100 alternative forms of behavior that are just as good as, or better than, Behavior X for satisfying the intention 

of the part we’ve been communicating with. Ask the creative Part if it would be willing to go to the unconscious level 

and deliver these alternative possibilities to Part X.”

“Now I invite you to ask Part X to signal when it has received these alternative possibilities. And when you are 

complete thank the Creative Part.”

5. Have Part X choose three of the alternative behaviors and accept responsibility for generating them when 

needed.

Now ask Part X to select from these alternatives three new forms of behavior that are as good as, or better, than 
Behavior X.
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“Next, I invite you to ask Part X to generate the new forms of behavior in appropriate contexts when the intention 

needs to be fulfilled for a period of time, say 4 to 6 weeks. Thank the part.”

6. Ecological check and future pace:

“Ask the part that has been responding to be still and silent and go inside and ask if there are any parts that object 

to the negotiations that have taken place. Be alert to any internal response that occurs.”

Coach invites the client to think about a future scenario of positive resourceful new behavior in upcoming appropriate 
contexts.
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When do we use this technique?

• This technique is most useful when clients want to work on important, long-term goal.

The Steps:

1. Defining the goal – Coach asks the client to select an important goal on which he wants to work on.

2. Setting the timeline – Somewhere in the room, the client chooses a place which will represent the present and 

determines in which direction the past and the future are stretching.

3. Creating the best possible outcome – Coach asks the client to step on the timeline, look into the future and describe 

how successfully achieved goal looks like.

4. Association with the goal – When the client describes this, he walks down the line to the finish, then “steps” into the 

goal and completely associates with it.

5. Looking into the present and future

1) When the goal has been fully experienced, the client looks into the future paying attention to what the achievement 

of this goal means for his future life.

2) Next, the client needs to look into the present and to notice how he came to the finish line (reached his goal). 

What steps did he take? What worked? Where were the challenges? What resources did he use? Client may get 

some new ideas while in this position.

6. Going back to the present – Next, the client walks along the timeline again, returns back to the present and looks at 

his goal one more time.

TIMELINE 
GOAL SETTING9.
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7. Testing and detecting challenges – Now, the client walks one more time from the present towards his goal and 

checks and marks all potentially challenging moments. When he reaches the finish line, the client steps down from the 

timeline, dissociates himself and once again analyzes the situations he has marked.

8. Defining potential obstacles and resources needed for overcoming them – For each situation that has been marked, 

the client defines resources that are needed to overcome the obstacle.

9. Finding resources – Client dissociates himself and walks down the line towards the past to find the situations in which 

he had had the necessary resources. When the client detects such events he steps on the timeline, associates himself 

and makes those resources available.

10. The integration of all resources – When the client has recognized all the resources and made them available, he goes 

down the line towards the goal, and while moving down the line, pays attention to all challenging situations previously 

marked, and notices how his relationship to those situations has changed, now that he has all the resources needed.

11. Hit the road – At the end, the coach asks the client to go to the present once again and look at his goal. When is the 

time to hit the road to your goal?

Key points of the technique:

• When you find yourself at your goal  – look to the future... “How does the achievement of the goal affect the future?”

• When you find yourself at your goal – look to the present... “How did you reach your goal?”

• Detection of challenges – while standing next to timeline, support the client to mark the challenges and define the 

resources needed to overcome them.

• Identifying events from the past when all the necessary resources were available.

• “Anchoring” resources.

• Integration of resources.
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When do we use this technique?

• In the case of inner conflict

• When the client would like to act in some way but something is stopping him

• When the client would like to stop doing something but he is not able to

• In a case of strong inner pressure

The Steps:

Part 1: Positive intentions (values, outcomes) chain elicitation

1) Coach supports the client to define what he wants to explore. “Identify an emotion or behavior that you want to 

explore. When, where and with whom do you have that emotion/behavior?”

2) Experience the “part” that is in charge of this emotion/behavior. “Begin to notice where, in your body, you sense 

the part of you that is in charge of this emotion/behavior, what part of your body tenses, or feels the emotion?”

3) Welcome the Part. “Even though you don’t know what the positive intention of this part is, you can begin by thanking 

the part for being there, because you know it has some positive intention…”

4) Find the positive purpose. “Ask that part of you what does it want for you that’s positive (behavior/response x)? 

Thank the part for having that outcome for you.”

5) Provoke the chain of positive intentions until you reach the most important one (in this context) “Ask the part of 

you, “If you have that outcome (from step 4) fully and completely, what is it that you want, through having that, that’s even 

THE CORE ALIGNMENT 
OUTCOME10.
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more important?’” You can write this down or remember. “Thank the part for having that outcome for you.”

Repeat step 5 until you get to the most important positive intention–value. You can vary the question as follows:

• “And if I have Y (outcome just elicited), what does that do for me that’s even more important and positive?”

• “And if I get Z, what does the part want for me, through having Z, that’s really valuable?”

You can tell it’s a core outcome (the most important value) by the following:

The person shows a major change of state, often deep relaxation, skin colour changes, and changes in breathing, 
changes in tempo.
Notice the core outcome is the state of being like “being-ness”, “peace”, “OK-ness”, “lovingness”, “enlightenment”, 
“one-ness”, “connection to all”.

It is not:

• something you do or achieve (“success”)

• something you get from others (“appreciation”)

• or even get from yourself (“loving myself”)

• something you know (“wisdom”)

A Core State of Being is something that can go through every moment in time. When reaching the core outcome 
client usually says something like “There’s nothing more” or he cycles back to an earlier outcome.
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Part 2: Core outcome reversal

Begin with the Core Outcome.

“Somehow, our parts get the idea that in order to experience core states of being, such as (this part’s core outcome), 

we have to first do certain things and get certain things. (Give examples from the person’s outcome chain.) 

Unfortunately, this doesn’t work very well. We can do and keep doing continuously and it generally doesn’t lead to 

having the core state at all. The way to experience a state is just to step into it and have it. So ask this part, “In what 

way does you just having (the core outcome) as a beginning, a way of being in the world, make things different?”

Take the core outcome into each intermediate outcome.

Beginning with the one next to the core outcome, ask “How does your already having (part’s core outcome) 

change/transform (intermediate outcome)?”

Let the Core Outcome transform the original behavior/emotion

“How does just having (part’s core outcome) change your experience in (circumstance)?” Usually, if the original 

behavior or emotion was inappropriate or not resourceful, it will not be present anymore in that circumstance.
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About me

As a professional coach my mission is to support people to move over their limits and get connected to their true passion. 
One of the main tools in coaching are questions. The easiest question to ask and, maybe, the most difficult to answer is 
“who are you?” Still this is my favorite question as the answer on this question is, every day, little bit different.

The easiest way to answer this question is to put focus on the roles we have in our lives. From that angle, I am father, 
husband, son, professional trainer, coach and entrepreneur. The roles that I enjoy the most, in present moment, are 
the roles of father and entrepreneur. As I love to see my son growing and as I enjoy building the relationship with 
him, I enjoy to start, run and grow different projects. I am Senior Partner in international consulting company Atria 
Group in charge for international business development. Both roles, father and entrepreneur are supported by the role 
of husband as without my loving wife I wouldn’t have strong feeling of peace. Peace is the key ingredient of every success.

Another label that I would like to put on myself is a label of photographer. I am not professional photographer but I so 
much enjoy taking photos that I dare to use this label next to my name.

Besides role of entrepreneur, role of trainer is a professional role that I enjoy the most. As a trainer I am dedicated to 
solution focused coaching methodology, business application of NLP and PCM (Process Communication Model). I 
am member of Erickson College international team of trainers and mentors, ICF accredited mentor and coach (PCC) 
as well as NLP Master Trainer IN-NLP and Fellow Member Trainer IANLP.

My moto is dare to dream big & act smart.
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Train with me

My professional services are training, coaching and mentoring for coaches. I am part of trainers and mentors team of NLP 
Center, Atria Group and Erickson College

My trainer’s areas of expertise are:

NLP trainings Coaching trainings Communication trainings Leadership trainings

NLP Communication
The Art and Science of 

Coaching
Persuasive Communicator

Resonant Leadership

NLP Practititoner
Emotional Capability for 

Leaders
NLP Master PCM® Coach

Influence with NLP

NLP Trainer Performance Coaching Resilience
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